Peter -Puppies don’t belong in factory — they deserve a caring home.
That’s my belief and if Victorian Labor gets elected next month we’ll restrict pet stores only to the
sale of dogs linked with registered animal shelters and limit the maximum number of female
breeding dogs in domestic facilities to ten by 2020. But these are just some of the important changes
we want to make to smash the puppy farm model.
Every state has different laws when it comes to puppy farms, but it’s important all Australians who
care about animal welfare stand behind Labor in Victoria so other states can follow.
If you know anyone in Victoria, can you let them know about this important issue? Write about
it on Facebook or email your Victorian friends — tell them that Labor will end puppy farming for good.
You can find more detail below, but I hope you and I can stand together to make a difference for
these animals.
Daniel Andrews
Victorian Labor Leader

From: Jaala Pulford
Sent: Monday, 13 October 2014 1:55 PM
To: Daniel Andrews
Subject: Puppy farms
Dear Daniel,
Labor believes puppies should be in a family, not in a factory. We want to protect breeding dogs from
a life of misery and smash the puppy farm business model.
That’s why Victorian Labor has announced that a state Labor government will limit the maximum
number of female breeding dogs in domestic facilities to ten by 2020, and restrict pet stores only to
the sale of dogs and cats linked with registered animal shelters.
This builds on our plan to introduce mandatory vet checks and a five-litter limit for breeding dogs and
expand the RSPCA’s inspectorate with $5 million in funding, new right-of-entry powers and a flying
squad of inspectors to audit farms.
But we need your help. We need to keep building community support so that we can protect dogs
from a lifetime of misery.
Can you sign the petition and stand with Victorian Labor?
Labor cares about animals. Pets are members of our family. Only Labor will protect breeding dogs
from a lifetime of misery and only Labor will smash the puppy farm business model.
Jaala Pulford MP
Victorian Shadow Parliamentary Secretary for Regional & Rural Development
Victorian Shadow Parliamentary Secretary for Agriculture
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